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Binary Forms 

We want to finish this book going backwards in history. After having discussed many 
topics mostly belonging to 20̂ ^ century mathematics, we go back to where they all 
began, the old invariant theory of the 19̂*̂  century in its most complete achievement: 
the theory of binary forms. We show a few of the many computational ideas which 
were developed at that time. 

For a classical exposition see the book by Grace and Young [GY]. 

1 Covariants 

1.1 Covariants 

The theory of binary forms studies the invariants of forms in two variables. 
Recall that the space of binary forms of degree m is the space: ̂ "̂^ 

(1.1.1) Sm •=\t^ai(^y^-^y\ai € C . 

Of course one can also study binary forms over more general coefficient rings. 
We have seen that the spaces Sm are irreducible representations of SL(2, C) and 

in fact exhaust the list of these representations. The observation that S^ has a non-
degenerate SL(2, C) invariant form (Chapter 5, §3.7) implies that Sm and S^ are 
isomorphic representations. 

The algebra of invariants of binary forms of degree m is the ring of polynomials 
in the coordinates (ao, a i , . . . , a^) which are invariant under the action of 5L(2, C). 
Many papers on this subject appeared in the 19̂ ^ century, but then the theory disap
peared from the mathematical literature, to be discovered again in the last 30 years. 

Let us establish some notation. Denote by S{Sm), P{Sm) = C[ao, a i , . . . , a^], 
respectively, the symmetric algebra and the polynomials on the space S^. These two 

^̂ ^ The normalization of the coefficients is for convenience. 
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algebras are both representations of SL(2, C) and in fact they are isomorphic as 
representations due to the observation that S^ has a nondegenerate SL(2, C) invari
ant form. Since SL(2, C) is the only group in this chapter, we will write for short 
SL(2X) = S(2). 

There are several ways to approach the theory, but almost always they pass 
through the study of a more general problem: the study of covariants. 

Definition. On the space of forms of degree m, a covariant of degree k and order p 
is a polynomial map F : Sm -^ Sp, homogeneous of degree k and 5(2)-equivariant. 

Of course an invariant is just a covariant of order 0. 

Remark. The first remark to be made is the obvious one. The identity map f ^^ f 
of Sm is a covariant of degree 1 and order m. The form / is a covariant (of itself). 

A polynomial map F : 5^ -> 5^, homogeneous of degree k, is the composition 
of a linear map / : 5'̂ [5'̂ ] -> Sp with a i-> tz ,̂ where S^[Sm] is the k-th symmetric 
power of Sm- Let Mp(k, m) denote the isotypic component of S^[Sm] of type Sp. We 
have that Mp(k,m) = Sp <S^ Vp(k,m), where dim Vp(k,m) is the multiplicity with 
which Sp appears in S^lSm]-

Proposition 1. The space of covariants of degree k and order p is the dual of 
Vp(k,m). 

Proof. Since homs(2)(Sp, Sp) = C, the explicit identification is the following: 

homs(2)(S^[Sml Sp) = homsi2)(Sp 0 Vp(k, m), Sp) 

= homsa)(Sp, Sp) (g) Vpik, m)*. n 

This proposition of course implicitly says that knowing covariants is equivalent 
to knowing the decomposition of S(Sm) into isotypic components. 

There is a different way of understanding covariants which is important. Con
sider the space V = C^ on which Sm = ^^[V*] is identified with the space of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree m. Although by duality V is isomorphic to 5i, 
it is important to distinguish the two spaces. On V we have the two coordinates 
x,y. Consider the 5"(2) invariant polynomials on the space Sm ^ V- Call the vari
ables (ao, a i , . . . , am,x, y). Any polynomial invariant f(ao, ^ i , . . . , am,x, y) de
composes into the sum of the bihomogeneous parts with respect separately to Sm 
and V. These components are invariant. 

Proposition 2. The space of covariants of degree k and order p on Sm can be iden
tified with the space of invariants on Sm ® V ofbidegree k, p. 

Proof. If F : Sm -^ Sp is 3. covariant and a € ^̂ w, f € V, we can evaluate F(a)(v), 
and this is clearly an invariant function of a, u. If A,, /x G C, we have 

FiXa){fiv) = X^Fi^iv) = X^yiPF{v). 

Conversely, if F(ao, <2i,..., a^, x, y) is a bihomogeneous invariant ofbidegree k, p, 
we have that for fixed a = (ao, ^ i , . . . , am), the function F(ao, a i , . . . , am, x, y) is a 
homogeneous form fa e Sp. The map a -^ fa is equivariant and of degree k. D 
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In more explicit terms we write an invariant of bidegree k, p as 

p 

f{ao, au...,am.x,y) =:^ fiiao, a i , . . . , am)xP~'y 
i=0 

which exhibits its nature as a covariant. 

1.2 Transvectants 

Of course covariants may be composed and defined also for several binary forms. 
The main construction between forms and covariants is transvection}^^ 

Transvection is an interpretation of the Clebsch-Gordan formula, which in rep
resentation theoretic language is 

(1.2.1) 5.®5, = 0™7'^*V,_2,. 

Definition. Given f e Sp, g e Sg, the i^^ transvection (/, g)i of / , g is the projec
tion of / (g) ^ to 5p4.̂ _2/. 

It is interesting and useful to see the transvection explicitly in the case of decompos
able forms. Since Sm = SmiSi) we follow the usual procedure of tensor algebra to 
make explicit a multilinear function on decomposable tensors. 

Let us use the classical notation in which several forms are thought of as depend
ing on different sets of variables, denoted x,y,z, — So we change the notation 
slightly. 

Given a linear form a = ax := aoxi -\-a\X2 the form 

i=0 ^^ ^ 

is a typically decomposable form. If by = boyi + ^1J2 is another linear form let us 
define (a, b) by 

{a,b) :=det 
bo bx 

= aobi - a\bo. 

Proposition. We have for the i^^ transvection: 

(1.2.2) {albl)i = {a^byarbl-\ 

Proof. One can make explicit the computations of Chapter 3, §3.1.7, or argue as 
follows. 

Consider the polynomial map: 

(1.2.3) Ti : (fl„ by) -> («, byarbr e Sp^g.ji, 

Ti is clearly homogeneous of degree p in ax and of degree q in by, therefore it 
factors as 

{ax, by) ^aP(S)bleSp<S)Sg-^ 5^+^-2/. 

143 /: Ubershiebung in German. 
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It is clear that Ti is 5(2)-equivariant, hence also Sp <S> Sq —^ Sp^q-2i is a linear 
equivariant map. At this point there is only one subtlety to discuss. While the projec
tion to the isotypic component of Sp (g) Sg of type Sp^q-2i is uniquely determined, the 
expHcit isomorphism of this component with Sp^q-ii is determined up to a scalar, so 
we can in fact define the transvection so that it is normalized by the formula 1.2.2. D 

Given two covariants F : Sm ^^ Sp, G : Sm -^ Sq V/Q can then form their 
transvection (F, G)i : Sm -> Spj^q-n. As in the general theory we may want to 
polarize a covariant F : Sm ^^ Sp of degree k by introducing k variables in Sm- We 
obtain then a multilinear covariant 

F : Sm (S> Sm (S^' • • (^ Sm -> Sp. 

Iterating the decomposition 1.2.1 as normalized by 1.2.2 we obtain a decomposition: 

ij < min(m, jm - 2(/i + /2 H \- ij-i))-

This is an explicit way in which S^^ can be decomposed into irreducible summands. 
On an element/i 0/2(8)---^ A, fi € 5;„, the projection onto 5 ;̂„_20i+/2+...+/,_i) 

is the iteration of transvections: 

( ( ( . . . ( ( / I , / 2 ) M , / 3 ) / 2 ^ - . - , A ) / . -

For instance, quadratic covariants of a given form / are only the transvections 

Theorem. Any covariant of f is a linear combination of covariants obtained from 
f by performing a sequence of transvections. 

1.3 Source 

Given a covariant, thought of as an invariant 

p 

f(ao, ...,am,x,y) = Y^ f(ao,..., am)xP~'y, 
i=0 

let us compute it for the vector of coordinates jc = 1, y = 0, getting 

f(ao,..., a^, 1, 0) = foiao, « i , . . . , am)-

Definition. The value fo(ao, « i , . . . , flm) is called the source^^ of the covariant. 

Example. For the identity covariant / the source is ao. 

^"^ Quelle in German. 
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The main point is: 

Theorem 1. The source of a covariant is invariant under the subgroup U^ := 

Every U^ invariant function fo(ao,ai, ... ,am) is the source of a co-
0 1| 

variant. The map 

Q : f(ao,... ,am,x,y) -> / ( ^ o , . . . ,am, 1,0) = /o(ao, fli,..., «m) 

is an isomorphism between covariants and U^ invariants of Sm-

Proof Given a covariant f{a,v), since (1,0) is a vector invariant under U~^ and 
/ is invariant under SL(2), clearly / ( a , (1, 0)) is L^"^-invariant. For the converse 
we need an important geometric remark. Let A := [(a,v) e Sm >^ V \v ^ 0}. A 
is an open set and its complement is Sm, so it has codimension 2 in the ambient 
space. Let 5^ := {(a, (1, 0)), a e Sm} C Sm ® V- Given any element (a, v) e A 
there is an element g € SL{2) with gv = (1, 0). In other words SL{2)S'^ = A. It 
follows that any SL{2) invariant function is determined by the values that it takes 
once restricted to S'^, and this is exactly the map Q. It remains to prove that, given a 
U^ invariant function on 5^, it extends to an 5L(2)-invariant function on Sm x V. 
In fact it is enough to show that it extends to an algebraic function on A, since then 
it extends everywhere due to the codimension condition. The argument is this: given 
/ a L'̂ " -̂invariant we want to define an extension of / on A. Take a vector (a, v) and 
a g e SL(2) with gv = {\, 0) and define / ( a , v) := f{ga, (1, 0)). We need to show 
that this is well defined. This follows from the [/"^-invariance and the fact that it is a 
regular algebraic function, which is a standard fact of algebraic geometry due to the 
smoothness of A. 

In more concrete terms, given (jc, j ) if jc / 0 (resp. y 7̂  0) we construct 

X 

y 
= 

X 1 1 

y ^ 

11 
|o , 

X 

y 
= 

X ^ 1 

y 1 1 
11 
0 

When we use these two matrices as the g to build the function f(a,v) := 
fig a, (1,0)) we see that it has an expression as a polynomial in ao,... ,am,x,y 
with denominator either a power of jc or of }̂ , and hence this denominator can be 
eliminated. D 

Remark. In the classical literature an invariant under the subgroup t/"^ is also called 
a semi-invariant. 

We need to understand directly from the nature of the semi-invariant what type of 
covariant it is. For this we introduce the notion of weight. At the beginning the notion 
is formal, but in fact we will see that it is a weight in the sense of characters for the 
multiplicative group. By definition we give weight / to the variable at and extend 
(by summing the weights) the notion to the weight of a monomial. A polynomial is 
usually called isobaric if it is a sum of monomials of the same weight. In this case 
we can talk of the weight of the polynomial. 
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Theorem 2. The source of a covariant of degree k and order p, of forms in Sm, is a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree k which is isobaric of weight ^^^^. In particular 
an SL (2)-invariant on Sm, is a semi-invariant of degree k and weight ^ . 

t-' ol 
. 0 t\ 

forming x \-^ t~^x, y \-> ty. The action on the forms is 

Proof Consider the torus Dt := C SL(2). It acts on the space V trans-

(DJ)(x,y) = f(txj-'y),J2^A'^){txr-^(t-'yy=J2^il ,y-'^x--^y\ 

In other words Dt transforms at -^ t^'^^ai. A covariant, of degree k and order /?, 
must be also an invariant function of this transformation on 5^ 0 V or 

/ ( r ^ o , . . . , f^'^'at,..., r '"fl^, r ^ x , ty) = f(ao,... ,am,x, y). 

For the source we get 

/oCrao, . . . , f^-^'at,..., t-'^amKt-'xr = /o(ao, • • • , «m)^^ 

A monomial in /o of weight w is multiplied by t^^-'^^; hence we deduce that for 
every monomial m/: — 2M; — /? = 0, as required. D 

In particular notice: ̂ ^̂  

Corollary. The SL (2)-invariants of binary forms of degree k are the semi-invariants 
of degree k and of weight ^ . 

Tjf'B := I [, r/ẑ  B-invariants coincide with the SL(2)-invariants. 

Proof. The first assertion is a special case of the previous theorem. The second fol
lows from the proof: a semi-invariant of degree k is invariant under B if and only if 
its weight w satisfies mk — 2w = 0, and then p = 0. D 

2 Computational Algorithms 

2.1 Recursive Computation 

The theory of semi-invariants allows one to develop a direct computational method 
which works very efficiently to compute covariants of forms of low degree, and then 
its efficiency breaks down! Denote by Am the ring of polynomial semi-invariants of 
binary forms of degree m. 

First, a little remark. On binary forms the action of U^ fixes y and transforms 
X h^ X -\-ty, therefore it commutes with ^ . Moreover the 1-parameter group 17"̂  is 

^̂ ^ The reader experienced in algebraic geometry may see that the geometric reason is in the 
fact that SL(2)/B = F^ is compact. 
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the exponential of the element y-^. This element acts as a unique nilpotent Jordan 
block of size m + 1 on the space Sm • Thus the theory of semi-invariants is the theory 
of invariants under the exponential of this unique block. 

The previous remark implies that the maps 

/;„ : Sm -^ Sm+u im(f(x, j )) := f(x, y)y, 

d 

ax 

are f/"^-equivariant. In particular they induce two maps i^ : Am+i -^ Am, Pm^i '-
Am -^ Am+i. We have Pm-^\im = im-\Pm-

We will use in particular p* := /7̂ _̂ j to build A^+i starting from A^. 
If we take the basis ut^m '•= j^x^y^'^ we have 

PiUi^m)) = " / - l , m - l , I <i <fn, p(Uo^m)) = 0. 

Therefore it is convenient to write the forms as:̂ "̂ ^ 

m . 

(2.1.1) Ta^- -x'"-'y'. 

so that yA ^ - ^ ^ a , . ^ ^ " . - ' ^ . = ^ - 1 a._L_^m--.- i3; '+i . Passing to coordi-
nates, the transpose transformation maps ai \-^ ai-\. Thus the differential operator 
which generates the induced group of linear transformations on the polynomial ring 
F[ao , . . . , a^] is 

m o 

Proposition. A polynomial f(ao,... , am) is a semi-invariant if and only if it satis
fies the differential equation: 

m o 

(2.1.2) Yai.i—f(ao,... ,«^)=0. 

The operator YlT=i ^t-^J^- "^^P^ polynomials of degree k and weight p into poly
nomials of degree k and weight p — I. 

Let us take a form Y17=Q ^i (;;̂ r7)T-̂ '"~'j' with ao ^ 0. Under the transformation 
X -^ X ~ f-y, y -^ >', itis transformed into a form with ^i = 0. More formally, 
let S^ be the set of forms of degree m with ao # 0 and let 5^ be the set of forms of 
degree m with ao ̂ 0, a\ = 0. The previous remark shows that, acting with U"^, we 
identify S^ = U'^xS'^. Thus we have an identification of the f/"^-invariant functions 
on S^ with the functions on S' . The functions on S'^ are the polynomials in their 

"̂̂^ In fact the algorithm could be easily done in all characteristics, in which case it is important 
to choose the correct basis. The reader may do some exercises and verify that covariants 
change when the characteristic is small. 
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coefficients with GQ inverted. Let us denote by bi the [/"^-invariant function on S^ 
which corresponds to the i^^ coefficient, / = 2 , . . . , m, of forms in S^^. Calculating 
explicitly the functions bt we have 

f^ ( m - 0 ! V «o / fr^ {m-i)\ 
yT~'f 

m m—i 

^aij^^o ^i-a\y-
1 

(=0 j=0 

k 

= E 
k=0 

bk = cif. 

1 
J2ak^jaQ~^(-aiy-

J=0 ^ 

j\{m-i-j)\ 

1 

{m-k)\ 

^m-i-j i+j 

m—kk 

Let 

{\-k)ck:={-lfk\4-'bk 
j=0 

j^(-ir^y,-^-\^jai 

s=2 ^ '' 

We have thus proved: 

Theorem. The ring A^[a^^] = F[c2, . . . , c^][ao, ^^l 

Let us make explicit some of these elements: 

C2 = cii — 2aoa2 

C2, = a\ — 3aoa2a\ + Sa^a^ 

C4 = a'l — 4ao^2«? + 8flQ«3fli — 8̂ 0 ̂ 4 

cs = al — 5ao«2^? + ISa^a^a^ — 30ao^4ai + 30^0^5 

C6 = fl^ — 6aQa2a\ + 2Aala2>a\ — llala^al + lAAa^asax — lAAala^,. 

We have that c/ is a covariant of degree / and weight /. 
If we want to understand covariants from these formulas it is necessary to com

pute 

(2.1.3) Am = F[C2,..., Cm][ao, a^^] H F[ao,... , am]-

For each polynomial F(c2,... ,Cm) we need to consider its order of vanishing for 
ao — 0. Write F(c2 , . . . , c^) = a\G{a^, aua2,..., am) with G(0, ^i, ^ 2 , . . . , am) 
7̂  0. Then we may add G(ao, a\,a2,..., am) to Am-
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Remark. We have that A^ C A^+i. Moreover the elements c, are independent of m 
(the ones which exist). 

We may now make a further reduction: 

Exercise. If a covariant G{aQ, a\,a2,..., am) satisfies G(0, ai,a2,..., am) / 0, 
then we also have G(0,ai,0,... ,am) 7̂  0. It follows that if we define J2 •= 
C2{ao, ai, 0, ^ 3 , . . . , am) Sind^m = ^[^2, • • •, ^m][«o, CIQ^] n F[ao, au ^3, • • •, «m], 
then the natural map Am —> A;„ is an isomorphism. 

Let us explain how we proceed. Suppose we have already constructed Am = 
F[ti, t2,..., tk] and want to compute A^+i. We add Cm+i to Am and then want to 
find the elements in F[ti,t2,... ,tk, c^+i] which are divisible by AQ or a power of it. 

For this we evaluate the elements ti,t2,... Jk^ <̂m+i for ao = 0. For these eval
uated elements consider their ideal of relations. Each element in this ideal lifts to a 
polynomial h[t\, ^2 , . . . , tk, Cm+\] which is divisible by ao. We then start determin
ing a set of generators for the ideal lifting to polynomials hi[t\, t2,..., tk, c^+i] = 
«o^i[«o, au..., am-^\] where ^/[O, « i , . . . , am+i] # 0. The elements gdao, au ..., 
am+i] € Am+\ and we add them. In this way we may not have added all the elements 
coming from the ideal, but we have that: 

Lemma. Let ao = so,si,... ,Sk € F[ao,a\,... ,am], and denote by Jt := 
5/(0, fli,..., am)' Assume we have a basis hi[xi,X2,... ,Xk] of the ideal J of re
lations between the elements Ji,... ,Jk- Then write 

hi[suS2, ...,Sk]= a^'gilao, fli,..., «m+i], 

with gi[0,ai,... ,am] # 0. Assume furthermore that for every i we have 
gi[ao,au ...,am+i] ^ ^[^^o,-yi, •--, Skl 

Then for every h[xi,X2,... ,Xk] e J, such that 

h[so, suS2,..., Sk] = aQg[ao, fli,..., «m], 

we have g[ao, a i , . . . , fl^] € F[so, ^i, • . . , Skl 

Proof Let us work by induction on the order of vanishing /:. If /: = 0, there is 
nothing to prove, otherwise h[xi,X2,... ,Xk] e 7, and let 

h[Xu X2, . . . , Xk] = Y^ti[XuX2, . . . , Xk]hi[Xu X2, ...,Xk]. 
i 

We substitute for the xt the 5,, and pull out the powers of ao and get 

cioglao, fli,..., flm] = ^ ti[su . . . , Sk]aQ'gi[ao, ^ i , . •., ami 
i 

All the ki are positive and of course k > min ki :== h > 0. We cancel h and 

^0 g[ao, fli,..., am] = ^ti[su . . . , Sk]aQ' ^gdao, « i , . . . , ̂ m]. 

By hypothesis ao, gdao, fli,..., am] € F[so, ̂ i, •. •, Sk], hence we finish by induc
tion. D 
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The previous lemma gives an algorithm to compute Am. At each step we have 
determined some ring F[so, s\,... ,Sk] and we add to this ring all the elements gi 
obtained from a basis of the ideal J. When no new elements are found the algorithm 
stops. 

Of course it is not a priori clear that the algorithm will stop; in fact this is equiv
alent to the classical theorem that covariants are a finitely generated algebra. 

On the other hand, if one keeps track of the steps in the algorithm, one has also 
a presentation for the covariant algebra by generators, relations and the relations 
among the relations, i.e., the syzygies. 

We can perform this explicitly for m < 6. For m < 4 we easily define, following 
the previous algorithm, covariants A, ^ , C by 

(2.1.4) 3Aal = cl-cj, C4-cl = SBal, A-2Bc2 = aoC. 

Since by standard theory A^ is a ring of dimension m we get that 

(2.1.5) A2 = F[ao, C2], A3 = F[ao, C2, C3, A], A4 = F[ao, Q, C3, B, C], 

where in A2 the elements ao, C2 are algebraically independent, while for A3, A4, we 
have one more generator than the dimension and the corresponding equations 2.1.4. 
One may continue by hand for 5,6 but the computations become more complicated 
and we leave them out. 

By weight considerations and Corollary 1.3, one can identify, inside the covari
ants, the corresponding rings of invariants. 

2.2 Symbolic Method 

The symbolic method is the one mostly used in classical computations. It is again 
based on polarization. Let us denote by V the space of linear binary forms and by 
S^{V) their symmetric powers, the binary forms of degree m. 

One chooses the coefficients so that a form is written as A := Xl/lo^iCi)^'^'^y^• 
This is convenient since, when the form is a power of a linear form bix + Z?2 j , we 
obtains, =b'^-'bi^. 

Let h{A) = /2(ao,..., «m) be a polynomial invariant, homogeneous of degree k, 
for binary forms of degree m. Polarizing it we deduce a multilinear invariant of k 
forms h{A\,..., Ak). Evaluating this invariant for A, := b^^ with bt a linear form, 
we obtain an invariant of the linear forms b\,.,. ,bk which is symmetric in the bt and 
homogeneous of degree m in each bt. Now one can use the FFT for SL{2) proved 
in Chapter 11, §1.2 (which in this special case could be proved directly), and argue 
that any such invariant is a polynomial in the determinants [bi.bj]. Conversely any 
invariant of the linear forms b\,... ,bk which is homogeneous of degree m in each 
bi e V, factors uniquely through a multilinear invariant on the symmetric powers 
S"^(V). Under restitution one obtains a homogeneous polynomial invariant of binary 
forms of degree k. Thus: 

Theorem 1. The space of polynomial invariants, homogeneous of degree k, for bi
nary forms of degree m is linearly isomorphic to the space of invariants ofk linear 
forms, homogeneous of degree m in each variable and symmetric in the k forms. 
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In practice this method gives a computational recipe to produce a complete list 
of linearly generating invariants in each degree. One writes a basis of invariants of k 
linear forms, homogeneous of degree m, choosing products of elements [bi, bj] with 
the only constraint that each index / = 1 , . . . , A: appears exactly m times. Any such 
product is a symbolic invariant. 

Next, one develops the polynomial using the formula 

[bi,bj] = biibj2 -bjibi2 

and looks at any given monomial which will necessarily, by the homogeneity condi
tion, be of the form 

Under the identifications made the invariant is obtained by the substitutions 

In the previous discussion we have not assumed that the invariant of linear forms is 
necessarily synmietric. Let us then see an example. Suppose we want to find invari
ants of degree 2 for forms of degree m. In this case we prefer to write a, b instead of 
Z?!, b2 and have only one possible symbolic invariant, i.e., [a, b]^. This is symmetric 
if and only if m is even; thus we have the existence of a quadratic invariant only for 
forms of even degree. For these forms we already know the existence of an SL(2)-
invariant quadratic form which, up to normalization is the invariant of Chapter 5, 
§3.7. 

In a similar way one may describe symbolically the invariants of several binary 
forms, of possibly different degrees. 

Covariants can also be treated by the symbolic method. We can use the fact 
that according to Chapter 5, §3.7 there is a nondegenerate ^L(2)-invariant bilin
ear form (jc, y) on each space SP(V). Thus if F : S'^iV) -^ SP(V) is a covari-
ant of degree k and we polarize it to F ( A i , . . . , Aĵ ), we obtain an invariant of 
A i , . . . , A^ G S'^iV), B e SP(V) by the formula (F(Ai , . . . , A^), B). Next, we 
substitute as before A/ with b^^ and B with c^ and get a linear combination of prod
ucts of either (bi, bj) or (Z?/, c). Conversely, given such a product, we can associate 
to it a covariant by taking the product of all the terms (bi, bj) in the monomial times 
the product of the bj's which are paired with c. The previous discussion implies that 
all covariants will be obtained this way. 

There are several difficulties involved with the symbolic method. One is the dif
ficulty of taking care in a combinatorial way of the symmetry. In fact in Chapter 13, 
§2.3 we have shown that for invariants of several linear forms b\,... ,bk we have 
a theory of standard rectangular tableaux with rows of length 2 and filled with the 
numbers 1,2,...,/:. The constraint that they be homogeneous of degree m in each 
variable means that each index / appears m times, but the symmetry condition is 
unclear in the combinatorial description and does not lead to another combinatorial 
constraint. 
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The second difficulty arises when one wants to build the invariant ring by gener
ators and relations. It is not at all clear how to determine when a symbolic invariant 
can be expressed as a polynomial of lower degree symbolic invariants. This point was 
settled by Gordan in a very involved argument, which was later essentially forgotten 
once the more general theorems of Hilbert on the finite generation of invariants were 
proved. 

Remark. A different proof of the symbolic method could be gotten directly using 
transvectants as in §2. 

There is a second form in which the symbolic method appears and it is based on 
the following fact (we work over C). 

Let us consider the space of m-tuples of linear forms (ai,a2,... ,afn) and the 
map to ^'"(y) given by 

0 : (fli,a2,...,«m) -^ ]"[«/• 

The map 0 is invariant under the action of the group Â  generated by the permutations 
Sfn of the linear forms, and the rescaling of the forms 

m 

(aua2, ...,am)^ {Xxax.kiai, .,.,XrnCim), 1 1 ^ / = 1-
/ = 1 

N = Sm ̂  T is the semidirect product of Sm with the torus 

m 

r :={(Xi ,A2, . . . ,A^)}, n ^ ' = l-
1=1 

The property of unique factorization implies that two m-tuples of linear forms 
map under 0 to the same form of degree m if and only if they are in the same orbit 
under Â . We claim then that: 

Proposition. The ring of invariants of the action of N on the space V^ of m-
tuples a\,... ,am of linear forms is the ring of polynomials in the coordinates of 

Proof Consider the quotient variety V^ //N. The map 0 factors through the quotient 

as 0 : V" - ^ V^l/N -^_S'^{V). By the fact that V^l/N parameterizes_closed 
orbits of N, it follows that 0 is bijective. Hence, by ZMT, we have that 0 is an 
isomorphism. D 

Now when we look at the invariants of SL{2) on forms in S^{V) we have: 

Theorem 2. The invariants under SL(2) on S^(V) coincide with the invariants un
der N X SL(2) acting on V"". 

In particular the invariants under SL{2) on S^(V) coincide with the invariants 
under N acting on the SL (2)-invariants ofV^. 
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We know that the 5L(2)-invariants of V^ are described by standard rectangular 
tableaux with 2 columns and with entries 1, 2 , . . . , m. It is clear by the definitions 
that such a tableau U transforms under a torus element (Ai, A2,. . . , A^) as 

where hi is the number of occurrences of / in the tableau. Thus U is invariant under 
the torus T if and only if all the indices 1 , . . . , m appear exactly the same number of 
times. Finally on this ring of SL{2) x T-invariants acts the symmetric group Sm and 
the 5L (2)-invariants of the binary forms are identified to the 5;„-invariants of this 
action. 

3 Hilbert Series 

3.1 Hilbert Series 

In this section we shall develop a formula for the dimensions of the spaces of invari
ants and covariants in various degrees. 

Given a representation p of a reductive group G on a vector space W, let /? be 
the ring of polynomial functions on W. 

We want to study the numbers (which we shall organize in a generating series): 

(3.1.1) diip) :=dim/?p, pp{t) := Y^diip)t\ 
i=0 

We have already remarked in Chapter 8, §6 that a maximal compact subgroup K is 
Zariski dense; hence the G-invariants coincide with the ^-invariants. We can thus 
apply the theory of characters of compact groups Chapter 8, §1.3.1 and MoUen's 
theorem Chapter 9, §4.3.3 so that 

/ , 
p,(t)== / dm-p(y)ty'dy 

JK 

where dy is the normalized Haar measure on K. 
One can transform this formula by the Weyl integration formula to an integration 

over a maximal torus T with coordinates z and normalized Haar measure dz'-

Pp{t)= f dQt(l-p(z)tr'A(z)dz 

where A(z) is the Weyl factor (Chapter 11, §9.1). In the case of G = 5L(2), K = 
SU(2) the torus T is 1-dimensional and the Weyl factor is 

2-z^- z-^ 
(3.1.2) A(z) = V ^ -
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Let us start with invariants. We fix m and S^(V) the space of binary forms and let 
R := C[ao,..., am], the ring of polynomial functions on S^{V). Denote by PmiO 
the generating series on invariants and p^iO the generating series for covariants. 

The matrix p(z) is diagonal with entries z~ "̂̂ ^ ,̂ k = 0 , . . . , m. Thus setting 
z := ^^^' *̂ , the integral to be computed is 

/.I i m 

/ i ( 2 - z ^ - z - 2 ) n ( l - z - ' " + 2 ^ 0 - V < A , 

or in the language of complex analysis: 

1 /" 1 "" 
Pm(t) = — (b-(2-z'- Z-') 11(1 - Z-^^^^'tr^Z-' dz. 

2^^ JT 2 tJ^ k=0 

For covariants instead we have the extra factors: 

•z'-z-') 

m 

]~[(1 - z-^+^^O'kl - zt)-\\ - z'^trh-^ dz. 
m 

X 
k=Q 

Let us make the computations for invariants and for m = 2p even. In this case 
one sees immediately that /^ f{z^) dcf) = /Q f(z) d(j), so we have 

Pipit) = 5 ^ / ^(2 - z - z-')z'' f l (1 - z'tr' dz 

2ni{\-t)JT2 

f l ( l - z * f ) - ' ( l - z * r ' ) - V z . 

. , _ 2 - l ) ^ - > + A ' ( . + l)/2 

P 

X 

^=1 

We apply partial fractions and the residue theorem. Set ^k := ^^^ '/^; we have 

pjd _z'̂ t){\ -z'r') = f\fid - >;lt"'z){\ - t,-Jt-'''z). 
k=\ k=lj=0 

Let A denote the inverse of the product on the right-hand side. We expand 

p k-\ , 

tiUl-^lt^l^z l-^r'r •\/k, 

where the numbers bkj, c^j will be calculated later. For the integral p2p, assuming 
|r| < 1 and p >2{p = \ being trivial): 
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{-l)P ^I_tzl 
(3.1.3) P2, = ^TVTT^ EE^^v(^^''')''*''""''(2 - c/V/̂  - Cr'^^). 

"^^^ ^^^ k=\ j=0 

We work now on the term 

k=l j=0 

Recall that the partial fraction decomposition gives 

%' = filial - ^htHithii - cr?^c/f0rid - ^^tkith 
h=l 5=0 s=0 

k-l X n (i-c'^c/^o 
5 = 0 , 5 7̂ 7 

(3.1.4) = f j (1 - ^f ri+ /̂̂ )(l - c f r-i+^/^)(l - r̂ )î . 
/i=l, h^k 

In order to simplify the formula let us work in the formal field of Laurent series 
in r^/^, where N is the least common multiple of the numbers k = I,..., p. The 
automorphism crj^ : t^^^ -^ ^N^^^^ induces a trace operator Tr := ^̂  Ylj^=o ^N 

which has the property that, applied to a Laurent series int^^^, picks only the terms 
in r. In other words, Tr(r^) = 0 if a is not an integer, and Tr(r^) = t"" if a is an 
integer. On the subfield of series in t^^^ the operator Tr = ^ Yl'jZo ^l- Fonnulas 
3.1.3 and 3.1.4 give p2p = Tr(7) with 

J := t i l l Y fP(P+mkn _ t'/k _ t-Mk^ 

h=\, hy^k 

One can further manipulate this formula. Remark that 

1 _ f-^+h/k ^ 2 _ ^(h-k)/k ^ _f(h-k)/k^^ _ ^(k-h)/ky 

If h runs from Itop and h 7̂  A:, we have that h-\-k runs from k-\-lio k-{- p except 
2k, and if h runs from /: + 1 to /?, then h — k runs from I to p — k. Finally when h 
runs from 1 to ^ — 1, we have that k — h runs from 1 to /: — 1. Then 

p 

h=\, h^k 

p+k p-k 

= (_i/-i,('-*)/2 Y\{\ - t'^K^) Y\{\ - f"/*). 
h=\ h=\ 
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In conclusion: 

P P±k 1 P P+k p-k 

J = ^(-i)P J^(_i/-i,£(p.*)(;iM _ 1)2 Yin - r'-A)-' Y[il -1"/')-
k=l h=\ /i=l 

where E(p, k) = ip~k-\- 2){p - k - \)/2k. 
Let us show now how the previous formulas can be used for an effective compu

tation. 
Let us write: 

J = \{-\YY.{-\f-'Jk, h:^ 
H{p,k) 

0^2(1-''"/*)nC2(i-' ' '^*) 

with H{p, k) = f(/'-*+2)(p-*+i)/2* for 1 < Jt < p - 1 and H{p, p) = (\ - t^'P). 
Since 

lk-\ 

we can wnte 

( l _ , ' > M ) - i ^ / ^ , 7 ' . A ( i _ j / . ) - i ^ 

p+k k-\ p-k k-\ 

_ /i=2 ; = 0 h=2 j=0 _ Nk 

h=2 h=2 

and get 

(3.1.5) T r ( y ) = : l ( - i ) / ' ^ ( - l ) * - ' I ^ . 

Since Nk is an effectively given polynomial in r^/^, we have that Tr(Nk) is an effec
tively computable polynomial in t. 

We would like to express the Hilbert series in the form given by formula 1.1.3 of 
Chapter 12. For this we prove: 

Proposition. In formula 3.1.5, if p is even, the polynomial ge := 0/1=2 (^ — t^) is 
a common multiple of the Dk 's. 

Ifp is odd, the polynomial go := (I -\-1) 0/1=2 (̂  ~ ^^) ^^ ^ common multiple of 
the Dk's. 

Proof For p odd note that 

(1 - t-'^p) [Y^t^'^n = - r 1/̂ (1 - 0 Ij^i-iyt^^n. 
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For p even 

/(p-2)/2 \ 

Hence when p is even: 

lip-2)/2 \ 
Jp = -t-^'P{\-t^'p + t^'P){ ^ (-ly'r^^/M 

2/7-1 /p-\ \ ilp-\ 

/i=4 \7=0 / I h=2 

while when p is odd: 

/p-l \ 2p-l Ip-X \ I lp-\ 

\7=0 / /i=3 \7=0 / / h=l 

To finish we have to prove that the denominators D^ for A: < /? divide the denomina
tor found for 7^. So, let <E>̂  denote the cyclotomic polynomial for primitive d}^ roots 
of 1, and r̂  — 1 = [][^ j ̂  O^. Denote finally by \alb\ the integral part of the fraction 
ajh, a,b eN, Then 

p+k p-k 

/i=2 /i=2 ^>2 

^^{{2p-\)/d] 

d>2 d>3 
g,=d.^-^ n •̂ "''"'''''' '̂' - <t>r'<i>f''-'^"' n *'' 

The numerator of the Hilbert series can at this point be made explicit. Computer 
work, done for forms of degree < 36, gives large numbers and some interesting facts 
about which we will conmient in the next section. 

4 Forms and Matrices 

4.1 Forms and Matrices 

There is even another method to find explicit invariants of binary forms, discovered 
by Hilbert. 

It is based on the Clebsch-Gordan formula 
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If we apply it when m = «, we can take advantage of the fact that S'^iV) = S'^iV)* 
and thus obtain 

End(5^(V)) = S'^iV) (g) ̂ '"(V)* = S'^iV) (g) 5^(V) = 0 ^ ^ o ^ ^ ' ( ^ ) . 

Therefore the forms S^^(V) can be embedded in an 5'L(2)-equivariant way into 
End{S^(V)) for all m > i. In particular, the coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial of elements of EndC '̂̂ CV)), restricted to S^^(V), are ^L(2)-invariants. 
The identification S^(V) = S^(V)* is given by an invariant nondegenerate form 
which, for m odd, is symplectic while for m even, it is symmetric (Chapter 5, 
§3.7). In both cases, on End(5''"(V)) we have an 5L(2)-invariant involution * and 
(a <S) by = €{b (SI a) where 6 = —1 in the symplectic and 6 = 1 in the orthogonal 
case. It is interesting to see how the decomposition 5""(V) 0 S'^iV) = 0f^o S^'(V) 
behaves under the symmetry r : a <S b ^^ b <Sa. We have: 

Proposition, r = {-ly on S^^'^-'^V). 

Proof. Since r is SL(2) equivariant and has only eigenvalues ±1 on each space 
S^^(V) which is an irreducible representation of SL{2), it must be either 1 or —1. 
To determine the sign, recall the formula 2.1.2 of transvection, which in our case is 
(a^^ b'^)i = (a, bya^-'b"^-' and which can be interpreted as the image of ^̂ ^ 0 b'^ 
in S^^^~^^{V) under the canonical projection. We have by equivariance 

(-i)'(a,bYa^-^b^;;-' = (b,aib'^^-'a'^-' = {lo^^^,d;\ - T((«,bya^-'b';;-'). ^ 

We obtain: 

Corollary. S^^"^~^\V) C S^(V) is formed by symmetric matrices when m and i are 
odd or m and i are even, otherwise it is formed by antisymmetric matrices. 

Thus one method to find invariants is to take coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomials of these matrices. When one starts to do this one discovers that it is very 
hard to relate invariants given by different matrix representations. In any case these 
computations and the ones on Hilbert series suggest a general conjecture with which 
we want to finish this book, showing that even in the most ancient and basic themes 
there are difficult open problems. The problem is the following. From Proposition 
6.1 we have seen that the Hilbert series of binary forms, in case the forms are of 
degree 4k, a multiple of 4, is of the form 

4k-l 

f{t)/Y\i^-n. 
i=2 

When one computes them (and one can do quite a lot of computations by computer) 
one discovers that for 4k < 36, the coefficients of f(t) are nonnegative. Recalling 
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the theory of Cohen-Macaulay algebras this suggests that there may be a regular se
quence of invariants of degree i,2 < i <4k — l. One way in which such a sequence 
could arise is as coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of a corresponding ma
trix. 

In particular when we embed 5"̂ (̂V) c End(5"*^~^(V)) we have (since the ma
trices we obtain have order 4k — 1 and trace 0), exactly 4/: — 2 coefficients. One 
may attempt to guess that these coefficients form a regular sequence. There is even 
a possible geometric way of checking this. Saying that in a Cohen-Macaulay graded 
ring of dimension h, h elements form a regular sequence is equivalent to saying that 
their conmion zeros reduce to the point 0. When we are dealing with invariants this is 
equivalent to saying that as functions of S^^(V) they define the set of unstable points, 
that is the set on which all invariants vanish. By Chapter 14, §4.1 a binary form is 
unstable if and only if one of its zeroes has multiplicity > n/2. On the other hand, 
for a matrix x the coefficients of its characteristic polynomial are 0 if and only if the 
matrix is nilpotent. So, in the end, the question is: if the endomorphism on S^'^~^(V) 
induced by a form on S^'^iV) is nilpotent, is the form unstable? 

This seems to be very hard to settle. Even if it is false it may still be true that 
there is a regular sequence of invariants of degree i,2 < i <4k — I. 




